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A8STRACT

An experimental study of the performance of e variable sweep hydra-

foil was carried out in the Davidson Laboratory varleble pressure clrcu-

latlng water channel under condltlons of reduced ambient  pressure. A-.
hydrofoil with tapered planform  and typical sub-cavitating sections  in

the high aspect ratio (AR) attitude was attached to a base ventilated

strut in such a way that it could be rotated, thus changing  foil sweep.

The attack angle of the foil and strut system were adjustable.

Measurements were made of the lift and drag acting an the foil and

strut as a function of attack angle, sweep angle, depth of submergence

and cavltetlon index for both steady foil posltlon and with sweep and

attack angles continuously  varying. Still and motion picture records of

some interesting flow phenomena were obtalned.
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INTRODUCTIQN

Variable sweep hydrofoils may be useful for appticattons to hydro-

-.- foil craft and sea-based airtiraft.. . _ . . / , _ in the case of the hydrafpii craft,

it may be posstble  to vary the foil% aspect ratto, sweep and attack

angle to obtain a most favorable attitude For any desired speed, craft

weight or sea conditions and, hence, provide for most efficient hydra-

dynamic performance throughout the entire range of operating conditions,

For seaplane applications, different foi l  (or hydra-ski) att i tudes can

be used so that the Impact loads attendant on landing, especially in a

seaway8  may be minimized while the Iift=to-drag ratio may be kximized

.-f”pr  take-of f  . The investigation of variable sweep operatien of hydro-

fails was recommended by Mr. E.H, Handier, who holds a patent covering

this concept.

A previous experimentai  study of a variabje sweep hydrofoil, re-

ported by Mercier,’ indicated that such systems can be applied wlthaut

encountering harmful lift or drag discontinuities provided the Pot1

attitude of sweep and attack angle is varied ‘%moothiy.‘l  A fqrther

finding was that adjustments of aspect ratio, sweep, and attack angle

C&I  provide more favorable (in terms of foil iift-to-drag ratio) can-

ditions than a fixed sweep foil system under certain operating conditions.

These studies were carried out using a hydrofoil model with an elliptical

planform, and tests were  conducted in Davidson L&oratory (DL)  Towing

Tank No, 2. The model and apparatus were attaehed to the rotating arm

at a radius of 31 feet so that the effective fiw over the model was

representative of straight-line motion.

in these previous tests, the high values of ambient pressure pre-

cluded the possibility crf studying cavitation of the hydrofoil. Inasmuch

as ths potential flow discantinuities and consequent lift dlscont$nuities

1
Superior numbers in text matter refer ta similarly numbered references
which are listed at the end of this report
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associeted  with cavitation  end  with ventilation are of grsat.impoH%&s,

the present experimental program was prepared. Measurhmsnts  were made

of both steady-state forces and forces acting  whiis  the sweep angle and

attack angle are continuously varying, Tha  Infiusnca of features such

as angle of attack, sweep, sweep rate, cavitation number  and depth of

submergence  ware investigated,

Records of the flow about the foil and strut were obtained with

l&n motion pictures for a vsrlsty  of test  runs. An adltsd copy of ?$is

record, wlth drscrlpilC6  titles pracadtng  saeh  of the test runs; had,  %ieti

submittsd  to the contracting agency  as u ssparbts  appendix to this report.

An annatsted  llstlng of the tests shcrwn  on this  film Is included in this

rsport as an append lx (page 2 1).

2
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MODEL  AND APPARATUS

A’sketch  of the hydrofoil and strut model is shown in Pfgrfre  1.

The select ion of  the thin  (5 percent thickness rat io)  ogivel  sectton

shape presented for the hfgh aspaet ratio sweep attitude  was based

on its reasonably good cavftation  qualit ies, the relatively small  scale

effect or Reynoid’s number dependence of its hydrodynamic characteristics,

and the faaslbllity  of accurate manufacture. In the low aspect ratio

attitude, where fairly high attack angles (CY)  are l tkely to be required

to achieve the required l i f t ,  the foi l  represents a reasonable foil  or

hydro-ski’shape although some longitudinal camber might be dsstrable  for

thls case, especially  for ventilated  or super-cavitating operatlan, The

foi l ’s tapered planform,in  the high aspect rat io att i tude was selected

to dellbsrately promote ?.he  occurrence of local flow separatlan at wing

tips prior t?C  Its occurrence over the rest of the wing  as the angle of

incidence  is Increased. Thts was done to avoId the possibfltty  of pre-

cipitate~1fft  breakdovJn  which  might occur if flow  separation occurred

over the entire fat? at the same Instant. The possi6’iLtty  of cavitation

or vantilatton  accompanying the separation with greatly reduced  pressure

(low values of the cavitation Index) makes the possible lift-breakdown

of greater importance,

The foi I ~%pan”  (or greatest length) Is 6,oO  Inches. The “Wang-tip

chord” is 0.6 inches  while  the mid-span chord is 2.365 inches. Thus,

when the wing span Is transverse to the flow condition, in tha.hfgh  as-

pect ratfo (AR) condition;  the AR Is 4.05;* This candltion  Is  re fer red

to as zero-degree sweep (B)  for the present tests. At the 90 degree

sweep attitude, the low AR Is 0.629. The foll is made of statnlass

s t e e l  wtth  a  thlcknnss-chord  ratla  ( f o r  t h a  htgh AR positIon)  o f  0.05.

The leadlng  end tralltng  edges are filed sharp,

The  foil 1s mounted on  what Is consldared to be a representative

highmspeed  hydrofoil strut. This  strut has parabolic  sectlons  with a

squarely-cut-off base which fixes the separation point of the flaw and

3
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and virtually  assuras vsntI”i‘$tf-on of the strut base at ruasonably  high

speeds. The strut 1s made of brass and has a chord of I.2 Inches and a

basewthlckness-to-chord-ratio  of 0.20.

The tests wera carried out in the Osvtdson baborstory vsrlable

pressure circulating water channel. Figure 2 shows the prlnclpal  dlmen-

rions and gansral features  of this factttty,  Spaads  of around 18 feet

par second ean be achieved,  under atmospheric  pressure operatlon, with

reasonably smooth flow conta\FL!ng a fairly smell proportion of air bubbles;_,  -.*
The pressure above the free water surface can be reduced# using a vacuum

pump, to around 0.5 psta, provided all access openings to the tunnel are

securely sealed. Under these reduced pressure condttfon  the maximum test

speed Is somewhat reduced sfnce  gas bubbles entrained in the water will

expand greatly at the law pressures. For tests at reduced pressure; It

Is essential to deaerate the water by running the water channel at a

moderate speed for a few hours with the vacuum pump operating. If there

are even small alr leaks to the fnsida of the channel, the mlnlmum  presi-

sure 1s increased and the maximum water speed is reduced since  deaeration

of the water cannot be successfully effected. Tha problem of bubbles in

the flaw obscuring  observations and altering flow pehnomena Is increased

et high speeds, of course, because of the reduction of pressure which

accompanies Increased speed, as tndfcated  by 6ernouilf~s  equation, For

the present tests, a small ‘air leak to the channel existed but was not

detectable or correctable, and the maximum test speed which could be used

was limfted  to around 13.5 feet per second,

The speed Is measured by noting  the dtffarence  In static pressure

at the entrance and at the outlet of the norrle  in front of the naasurlng

sectiun,  using a dlfferentlal  water manometer. The pressure inside the

water channel is indtcated by use of a diffarentlal  mercury manometer to

Indicate the difference between atmosphertc pressure and the pressure

above the test section together with a baromater to measure the absolute

atmospher Ic pressure.

The hydrofoil and strut are attachad  to a system of posltion  adjust-

ing devices and force balanceso A photograph of the mounting arrangements

Is shown in Figure 3. This apparatus with side plates attached Is sham
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in place, on top of the test section cover In figure 4, which shows the

flow channel with the test equipment setup.

The lift and the drag of the foil  plus strut system are sensed by

the two stiff spring element force balances shown in Figure 3. These

balances are similar in design, with a capacity  of *iO  ibs corresponding

to a deflection of ,050  inches. The deflection of the sprfngs is de-

tected by a linear  variable differential  transformer (LVQT) which converts‘“..
movement to an electrical signal which is transmitted outside of the tun-

nel by means of sealed wires, and is then amplified and recorded. These

balances were calibrated prior to final installationlnstde  the sealed

tunne 1.

The elevation of the foil  system is controlled by the push-rod

mount illustrated in Figure 3. The depth of submergence is adjusted by

means of the two threaded bolts and nuts. The nominal depth of sub-

mergence of the foil is measured from the stillwater  level to the ffat

bottom of the foi?  when the  attack angle setting is zero degree?+.

The sweep and attack angle are adjksted  by S8rVO-GOntroll8d  motors.

These rotary position contro?isrs  are itslaves,‘i  which assum&&n  angular

orientation of the ‘9nastert’  of the self-synchronous (seisyn) device,

which 1s actuated by the test operator outside the reduced pressure chan-

nel . The master elements are shcrwn in  the photograph of Figure $ as part

of the apparatus, in the lower left -hand corner of  the  desk, This  ap-

paratus is arranged so that the atteek  angle and sweep bf the fotl ate

related to the r and 8 coordinates af a pointer  whleh slides on a

plvot ing arm. A 90-deg  change of the 63 positian  o f  t h e  po?nter  p r o -

duces a similar 90-deg  change In the sweep angle.  A 4-?n char$i  ?n  the

radial position of the pointer produces a ?&dag change in the attack
angle  of the foil-strut  system.

Attack angle changes are affected by the slave elmant  of the rotary

positioner which has an horizontal axis* working through the gear train

(shawn  in Figure 3) and pivoting the system  about the axts  Indicated in

that  f igure, The sweep angle 1s  effected by the other rotary positioner,

which is coupled to a ?&-in diameter shaft which is, In turn, attached

to the center of  the planform  of the hydrofoil.  This swap  adjustment
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shaft  pierces the center  of, and  is supported by, the strut.

?‘he.foii’s  attitude  of sweep and attack angle is sensed by 8 pair

of rotary variable dIfferentis  transformers (RVDT+  FM the attack

angle, this device is connected to the foil mounting apparatus inside

the flw  channel,  For the sweep, the RVDT IS E&pled  to the pivoting arm

through s gsar so that a SO-de9  sweep motion produces only 45-deg RVO? '

motion, which is within the range for a Iinear  output signal, The attack

angle  transducer is mounted  Inside  the tunnel because af tke  importance_’
of  accurstaly  knowing the foil’s  instentaneous  attack mgle,  The m91~inw.m

sweep  rate  is limited by the speed of the slave elements of the seisyn

unit rather than by the tats  at which the test operatar sweeps the master

Ctlement,  and is about 60 degrees per second.

The transduced sSgneis,  representing drag, attack angle and foil

sweep, are amplified and recorded on a tight-beam oscillograph  to provide

records of these quantities as a function of time.
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TEST PROCEDURE AND PROGRAM

The calibration of the iilft  and drag balances was accomplished prior

to f inal instal lat ion inslde the sealed tunnel and  again after the tests

were completed. Both 1 ift and drag callbratians  were carried  out with a

string which is attached to the foil-strut system and which passes over

a very-low-friction pulley. Weights are attached to the end of the

string to provide known forces and the correspanding  amplified signal

recorded.

After aligning the foil sweep and attack angle so that the selsyn

devices are  “in phase,” i .e. , the zero pus!  tions for attack angie  and

sweep of the foil correspond to the zero positions of the master control

apparatus, the position transducer calibration signais  were obtained by

adjusting the controller settings and recording the corresponding signals.

The affgnment was done prior to f inal installation and sealing of the

channei,and  calibration signals were recorded at various times  during the

tss t program - both with the channel apen  and with it sealed,

Depressurization  of the channel was accomplished before  beglnnlng

of testing by means of a vacuum pump. The water was then substantlatly

de-aerated by running the water channel at moderate speed, with  a vacuum

pump tn  operation for a number of hours. It was found  that a small  air

leak into the channel existed which llmlted  the pressure reduction that

could be obtained. This, in turn, iimlted  the maximum test speed which

could be used without encountering excessive bubbles. Unfortunately, the

leak could not be found and it  was decided to accept the obtainable pres-

sure tlf about @+MII  of Hg absolute, or about 0.085  of an atmosphere,  and

to ilmit  the water velocity ta 13.5ft  per second,

Ail  tests were conducted with this maximum pressure reduction with

changes in cavitation index being accomplished by changing the speed.

The vacuum pump was  run continuously during testing  to maintain the con-

constancy of the redueed pressure in the test channel,
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Because of the leak, the pressure inside the channel returned to

nearly atmospheric pressure after the apparatus had been left Idle  over-

night. Since the water had been sti l l  during this idle t ime, i t  did  not

absorb much air and required only a brief  period of de-aeration procedure

to be ready to continue  testing.

The first series of tests were conducted to obtain steady-state

data on the performance of the foil-strut system under various conditions

of operations. The parameters which were varled in these tests include

depth of submergence, attack angle, sweep, and water velocity.

Upon completing the series of steady-state tests, a number of tests

were carried out with continuous variations of the sweep and/or attack

angle. These variations were achieved by the test operator who manually

adjusted the position of the r-Q pointer of the salsyn master device In

as smooth a manner as he could. Occasionally, this adjustment would be

jerky,  rather than smooth. Highly irregular movements  of the foi l  and

strut give test results which are not particularly meaningful.

A series of motion picture records were made to demonstrate the

functioning of the apparatus and some of the more interesting flow

phenomena, such as cavitation, venti lat ion and t ip vortices. An edi  ted

version of these observations is being submitted separately and an anno-

tated listing of the tests shown in this film is given in the appendix

to this  report .

Finally, a sequence of still photographs were made  of various test

conditions, Two kinds of l ighting were tr led, In the f irst,  photographs

were  obtained using a shutter speed of 1/200th-of-a-second  and iltumina-

tiorr by flood1 ight. In this case the bubbles which travel with the flow

fn  the channel appear as streaks approximately *-inch  in length. Ad-

ditional photographs were taken with electronic flash illumination, having

a duration of about 1/1000th-of-a-sectlan,  for whfch  case the individual

bubbles in the flow show up rather clearly.

8
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RESULTS

Ail of the steady-state test runs have been analyzed and deta ~~CUFI

some of these tests wilt be presented to demonstrate the kind of perform-

ance which was obtained with this hydrofoil.

Lift  coefficients as a function of attack angle in the high AR

configuration are shown in  Figure 6 for tests at three different nominal

depths of  submergence. The lift  coefffcient  is def ined as

CL  =
L i f t ,  l b

5 Av”

w h e r e  P i s  the  f l u i d  m a s s  d e n s i t y ,  lb-sec’/ft’  ; A  i s  t h e  f o i l ’ s  pian-

form area, ~1617  ft”; and v is the speed of the water In the channel,

f t/tee. The water temperature for these tests was 74’F  and did not

fluctuate by more than 2oF  during the course of the experimental work,

These tests were carried out with water velocity of i i .80 ft/sec  with

cavitation indices as exhibi ted in the f igure.

Cavitation index is defined as

o= P%  - PI/
e v2
2

where  pa is the ambient pressure in the stream at a depth corresponding

to the nominal hydrofoi 1 submergence depth, ibfft2,  and p, is the vapor

pressure of water corresponding to the measured water temperature,

lb/f?, The Reynolds number for these tests, equal to vx mean chord/v ,

where  v is the kinematic viscosity, is 1.46~1~1~ For tests at the same

speed,  In the low aspect rat io att i tude, the Reynolds number based on the

span length 1s 5.91~18.

The results presented in Figure 6 reveal differences in lift  curve

slope and zero-ifft  angle, as shown tn Table 1 on the foi’C<Hing page.

9
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TABLE 1

DATA ANALYS  IS

High Aspect Ratio (Figure 6)

Nominal Depth Cavitation
Test- Run of Submergence d/mean chord 1 ndex

((I,  i riches) (4

i i 1 0.675 0.908

1 2 1.35 0.955

6 3 3.025 0.985

Law  Aspect Ratio (Figure 7)

12 1 0.675 0.908

2 2 1.35 0.955

7 3 3,025 0.985

Zero iift
Lift Curve
Angle Slope
b&i) Wded

-1.05 .0586

-0.20 .0620

-0.25 .0643

+o.g

+4.8

+2,5

‘020

,020

.020

For the higher aspect rat io,  a theoretical  l i f t  curve slope for

fully wetted wings of .O679  can be derived from a formula given by

Jones and Cohen,* v i z . ,

ac L g 2nAR
z- p AR+2

per degree

w h e r e  p is the ratio of the semiperimeter of the wing to its span.

The change in lift curve slope with  depth of submergence is In agree-

ment with the trend indicated by hydrofoi 1 theory, The differences in

zero-l ift  angle cannot, unfortunately, be explained in terms of theory.

Two-dimensional section theory for finite depth of submergence, as pre-

sented by Bern icker , J suggests that the zero-lift angle should increase

with proximity to the free surface. The influence of the support strut

has been studied theoretically by Huang,’ who f inds that i ts effect on

lift  should be negligible for reasonably high aspect ratio hydrofoils.

The signif icant zero-l i f t  differences shown in Figure 6 and Table 1 ~.e

IO
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not readily explainable but are probably assacleted  with a zero-shift  in

the electronic instrumentation cxcutrinq from run to run. The flow over

the hydrofoil surface is non-cavitated except for very slight leading

edge bubble cavitation on the outboard sections of the foil which does

occur for large attack angles, The wing-tip vortices, trelling  aft of

the foi I r are cavttated - especially when the attack angle is large  and

the vortex strength is great. These cavitated vortices, which do not

connect with the free surface for any of the conditions illustrated in

Figure 6, appear to have diameters of about T/8-Inch  for the highest lifts

and lengths extending beyond the end of the test section.

Data for l i f t  coefficient as a function of angle of attack for the

low aspect rat io att i tude are exhibited in Figure 7 and Table 1, The

li f t  curve slope for al l  three of the tests Is roughly ,020  per  degree ,

which compares with a theoretical value of nAR/2x57,3  = 0,017 per degree,

for a deeply submerged 1~  aspect ratio hydrofoil .  The zero-l i ft  angles

again shaw  anomalous  differences which may be due to zero-shifts in the

electronic apparatus between runs. The non-iinear  dependence of lift on

attack angle is clearly evident in the f igure, The discontinuous change

in the lift coefficient for the I-inch depth of submergence, which occurs

for an attack angle of 11.5 degrees, is associated with sudden ventila-

tion, or the bursting connection of the wing-tip vortices with the

atmosphere over the free surface, At lower attack angles the wing-tip

vortices, which originate at the sharp leading edge corners of the tow

aspect ratio hydrofoil, are not connected with the free surface and have

a size which var ies with the intensity of the vortiefty.

Photographs which lllustrate the nature of the flow for the high

and low aspect ratio foil attitudes are shown in Figure 8. These pictures

were obtained using electronic flash illumination having a duration of

about 0,001 second.

The effect of water speed on the lift curve slope was evaluated for

the high end low aspect ratio attitudes for the nominal depth of submer-

gence of 1 inch (depthimean  chord = 0.675) l Table 2 presents the results

of this study, and also notes the angle for *which  ventilation occurs*

I i
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TABLE 3.

EFFECT OF SPEEO  ON LIFT CHARACTERISTICS

Run No, AR V 5 N.  ,/au
1  /deg

0.062%

0~0600

0.059%

0.0598

0.021

0,020

0.020

O.Ol95

I6 4.05

1 9 4.05

I i 4.05

24 4.05

17 0,629

2 0 0.629

I2 0.629

2 5 0.629

f t/set

8.16

9.97

Ii,80

13.36

%,I6

9.97

i i . 8 0

13.36

I.90

1.272

0,908

0,708

I.90

1.272

0,908

0.708

u vent
dag

dVe?f  12

over 12

over 12

w’c1.5

over 14

- 1 2 . 0

w11*5

Fat0

Although some cavitation did occur on the hydrofoils for large angles

of attack and the higher speed, its extent was slight and it  probably

was not suff icient to have an apprecfable  effect  on the l i f t .  The

differences  in l i f t  rates for the tests at  different speeds may b8

associated with a Reynolds number Influence, although the accuracy of

the data is not adequate to clearly datermlne  this affect.

No numerical values for the precision of the data wer8  derived

from such procedures as repeated readings. It Is the author‘s opinlon,

however, based on the ability to resolve the oscillogram  records and on

the consistency of the data for a given run, that the lift values ob-

tained are mostly within kO.2 lb of  the correct relat ive value.  This

doas  not Include the deviation which may be essociatsd  wtth zero-level

shlfts which may account for as much as 0.5-lb  error, and which Is

nearly  constant for the duration  of a test run and*  hence, does not sf-

fact the determination of ifft  rates, it may be noted that the sfgnifl-

cant zero level shifts occurred during the first sequences of tests

12
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conducted and that the apparatus behaved more untformly  t%x the later

tests where the absolute values of  the l i f t  are rtstiable  within approxi-

mately the HI.2  which has been previously noted. The drag force meas-

urements were not subject to this serious zero-shift problem, These are

felt  to be rel iable within about fO.10  lb.  For a stream speed of 11,8

ftlsec,  the l i f t  coeff icient may be considered accurate to within  *0.023

and the drag coefficients may be considered accurate to within N3.011.

The accuracy of the coefficients is, of course, poorer few  tatter  speeds.

The use of  faired  results,  plotted against CY  and/or f3,  im&Woves  con-

fidence in the data presented.

A polar diagram of l i ft  coefficient versus drag coefficient  of the

foil and strut combination at different sweep angles and attack angles is

given  in figure 9 for a foil nominal depth/mean chord ratio of 0.675, The

optimum sweep and attack angle can  be determined from this  chart for a

given l i f t  coeff icient, I t  wi l l  be seen that the least drag coeff icient

for this fytl-strut-depth  cunbination  corresponds tu rero  sweep angle

for values of  lift  coeff icient greater than about 0.18.  Below this  value

a slight improvement in performance can be obtained by adopting a differ-

ent sweep angle. In the ptevfous tests* reported in Reference 1, where

the lift and drag of the hydrofoil were measured but not Including  the

strut forces, it appeared that foil sweep would be advantageous even

for l l f t  coeff icients over 0.3. This feature, of optimum attitude, ~111

be a function of foil and strut design as well as of the “accountTng”

system used, e.g., whether the forces acting on the foil alone or those

on the foil-strut combination are measured. The best l i f t-drag ratio

obtained for the present combination,  as shown it-t  Figure 9, la 6.i;Tq

for values of  CL around 0.4.

The effect on lift of unsteadiness due to continuous variation of

the attack angle, for the high AR att i tude and depth of 2 inches, Is

shclwn  in Figure 10  along with the corresponding curve for steady-state

tests taken from Figure 6.  The rate of change of (r Is nut uniform

during the unsteady tests because the manual adjustment of the servo-

position controller by the test operator cannot be achieved with great

smoothness l For the average rates shcrwn  in Figure 10, of 1.81 degtsec

13
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and 3.29 deg/sec, the rates actually varied from 1.1 to 3,2 deg/sec,  and

from 2.0 to 4.8 deg/sec,  respect ively.  These average rates,  for  the test

speed of ll,72  ft/sec,  correspond to achieving a 10  deg attack angle

change while  the foil  and strut traverse a distance corresponding to 130

foi l  spans for the lower rate and 71  Foil  spans for the higher rate.  I t

is apparent that for these fair ly low rates of  change of Q!  ,  the un-

steadiness does not have an appreciable effect on the lift.

The effect of unsteadiness due to sweep Is illustrated in Figure 11,

w h e n  CL a n d IOC p are given as a function of P for  three di f ferent

rates of  sweep,  12.3 deg/sec,  12.9 deg/sec  and 18.4 deg/sec. Again, the

unsteadiness does not have g signfficant  effect,

A serves  of tests were conducted in which the attack angle and

sweep were varied  simultaneously, Figure 12 gives the results of  1 ift

measurements for two of these tests, for which the average sweep rates

were around 10 deg/sec. In  one case, CY  varies from 2 deg to 7 deg as

the sweep varied from high AR to low AR attitude, and the lift coefflcfent

curve varies smoothly, For the case of  CY  changing from  3 deg to 11  deg,

the l i f t  breaks dcm precipftate.ly  for B about 70 deg,  due to venttla-

tion, It was noted for many of the test sequences that ventilation would

occur during the process of sweeping the foil for lower  values of LY

than for the case of P - 90 deg. For examp  1 e , for the speed at which the

tests shown in Figure 12  were conducted, 13.44  ft/sec,  the angle of attack

for venti lat ion in the g&de9  sweep  att itude was IO deg,  whereas ventifa-

tion occurred for test run 82 at Q(;Y  9.2 deg and P M  70 deg. It appears

that foil  symmetry  is advantageous in delaying  inception of venti lat ion,

From a number of observstlons,  this lift-breakdown phenomena appeared to

be independent of whether the foil’s sweep  and attack angle were con-

tinuously varying or changed very gradually, in discrete steps. It  may

be noted that tests wets conducted where, after the attack angle and

sweep were fixed, the flow would persist unventilated  for a while and

then suddenly burst into the ful ly venti lated condit ion. The venti:  t e d

fiow  condition is basically stable and will  not  revert  to  non-vent i lated

behavior unless the l i f t  coeff icient is greatly reduced.

One reason for carrying out the tests illustrated in Figure 12 was
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to see whether, by varying sweep and attack jointly, a relatively uniform

lift  coeff icient could be obtained over the cycle,  This was not achieved,

and It  is clear that it cannot be done for even moderate values of lift

coefficient without rfsking the occurrence of calamitous fitc-breakdown

due to ventilation, for high speeds and low depths of subfergence.

Motion pictures of certain conditions of ctperation were recordad

and a copy of the edited film has been submitted to the contracting

agency I The appendix of this report iists  the condit ions i l lustrated

and notes some of the phenomena of interest which are to be observed in

t h i s  fltm.

Two still photos which are thought to be of interest are shown in

Figure 13. I l lustration 13-a shms  the vent i lated region behind the

strut being pinched-off by a line of solid water which can  be seen about

one-third of the distance down the strut, This pinch-off instability

progresses down the strut to the bottom and has been observed in many ot

the tests, particularly at relatively low  speeds and moderate attack

angles. This phenomenon can be detected in film  sequence 6 uf the motion

picture. Figure 13-b shows the large, spirailing  wing-tip vortices which

may occur, without ventilation, for high attack angles and not tou shallow

depth of submergence in the low  aspect ratio attitude, This is also shown

etearly  in film sequence 8 of the motion picture.



DISCUSSiON

The effect of unsteadiness due to continuous variations of foil

sweep and attack angle do not have an fmportart  effect on the forces act-

ing on the foil-strut system according to the present test results, even

for the case of venti lat ion inception. The occurrence of venttlation

does have a very important effect, however, especlaily  on the lift  coef-

f icient,

Test results  for  non-venti lated fly  exhibit  reasonable !ift  curve

slopes for tests in the high and low aspect ratio condition and for varl-

ous depths of submergence, The lift  curve slopes given in fable 3 for

tests in the high aspect ratio (AR = 4.05)  attitude are compared In

Table 3 with  theoretical l i f t  curve slopes for two-dimensional hydrofoils

near the free surface, as discussed by Bernicker.

TABLE 3

THEORET  I CAL AND EXPER I MENTAL DEFENDENCE OF
LIFT CURVE SLOPE ON DEPTH OF SUBMERGENCE

(theoret ical  slope)
depth/mean chord ltheor,m  depth slope}

d/c [ R e f .  3, F i g .  21 f o r  d/c=2.025)  d&=2,025)
[from Table 31

0.675 0.900 0.913 0.912

1.35 0.970 0.984 0.965

2.025 0.986 1.00 1.00

The correlation Is seen to be reasonably good.

Lift versus drag characteristfcs  show that the most favorable

sweep angle for this hydrofoil-strut  system is 0 deg for  values of

l i f t  coeff icient above 0.18. Only  a slight fmprovement  In performance
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over this attitude can be achieved by sweeping the foil for the lower

v a l u e s  o f  CL  . Pr,ev  ious tests L reported in Reference I,  where the forces

on the foil alone Mere  measured, indtcated  that sweep could have a signi-

f icant effect on l i f t - to-drag rat io over a wider range of CL  values.

The particular foil-strut combination studied wil l  affect the optimum

attitude characteristics,

Cavitation index was varied by varying the water speed, but was not

extended to very low  values because the pressure in the test section could

not be reduced to sufficiently low values. The lowest value reached,

CJ - 0,71, corresponds to a full-size speed of about 33 knots, under at-

mospheric pressure plus 2-ft  of sea water head. The angle of attack for

which ventilation inception  occurs was found to be a function of cavita-

tion index, or speed, as Is shown in Table 4 for a depth/mean chord ratio

of 0.675. Par  greater depths, the required attack angle for venti lat ion

is substantiaiiy  greater.  For example,  for low  aspect ratir?,  d/c+I,675,

v = 11.86,  the inception angle is Il.5 deg, while for the sama speed and

d / c  = 1.35, ventilation will not occur even for attack angles up to

14 deg (see Figure 131, The effect  of  venti lat ion,  which occws  suddenly,

is to produce  a very large insta~itane~us  reduction of l i f t ,  while increas-

ing the extent of  cavitat ion, unconnected with the free surface, produces

gradual changes (reductions) in l i f t -curve slope.

A possible application of this variable sweep hydrofoil support

system may be for aiding in take-off and landing crf  sea-based alrsraft.

For this purpOseI the foi l  would  be  set  at  the 10~  aspect ratt;o  attltuda

for landing, to al leviate impact loads on the craft - sspecially  in rough

seas. For takemoff,  the  rmst afflclent  high aspect ratio  fail attitude

would b6 mare  favorable. It is not clesr  whether the variable-swaap,

variable attack angle feature would be useful for this application, or i f

a two-position fofl  control  is adequate, but that may be revealed by a

design study for a particular application.

17
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COFJCLUS  I ONS

1. Rotatable varfabte  sweep hydrofoil s can be used  without encounter-

i[ng  harmful l i ft  or drag discontinuities due to smooth variations

in att i tude,  provided venti lat ion of  the foil  is avoided.

2. fol  I performance, including forces and venti lation Inception, Is

not Influenced by the unsteadiness associated with changes In

att i tude at  the relat ively slow rates which were used for  the

present study,

3. Lift  versus drag characteristics for a hydrofoil-strut system are

affected by the sweep and attack angle. For low values of CL, a

more favorable sweep angle than the high AR attitude may be se-

lected but whether this is significant in terms of either range

of CL or achievable gains will  depend on the particular foil

system studied,

RECOMMENDAT 1  ONS

Design studies of foil  configurations for various types of craft,

including especially a sea-based airplane, should be carried out to

assess suitable high and low speed {row  and high aspect ratio, re~pec-

tlveiy)  foil  configurations. The relative effectiveness of the rotatable

foil  feature could be judged for various functlonal  requirements.  Coo-

sfderatlon  should be given to the rangeof  anticipated loads and speeds,

to cavitation and ventitatiop  liability, structural design features and

to mechanical design of the rotating mechanism,
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Fi Im
Sequence

1

;
4
5

6

7

E

10
1 1
1 2
1 3

1 4
is

16 q
17
1 8
19
2 0

21

NOTE:

W a t e r Cavi-
Speed tat ion

f t/set I ndex
Sweep Ang 1 e Attack Angle R e m a r k s

de9 de9

TEST SERIES  WITH Z-INCH DEPTH BELOW WATER SURFACE

8*24 1 .Ira
10.03 1.27
11.70 0.94
13.44 0.71
Il.70 0.94

0 to go
0 t o  go
0 t o  go
0 t o  go

0

z
Sequences l-5 illustrate the operation of the

sweep and attack angle varying mechanisms

z
Note wing tip vortices {w.t,v.‘s)
Note w.t.v.‘s  & leading edge bubble cavitation

-2 to +14 Note w.t.v.‘s

NOTE CHANGE IN VIEW  OF HYDRQFDIL

8.24 t A6 90 -2 to +14

IO.03 1.27
i l . 7 0 0.93
13.44 0.70

;x
90

- 2  tr, +14
- 2  to  +14

-2 to  +I4 to  -2

8.24 1.86 0 to go +2 t o  +7
IO.03 1.26 Cl  to go +2 t o  +7
11.7Q 0.93 0 to go +2  tQ  +7
13.44 0.70 0 to go +2  t o  +7

TEST SERIES WITH  I-INCH FOlL  DEPTH  BELCM  WATER SURFACE

11.70
10.03

0.88
I.20 9:

- 2  to +14
- 2  t o  l-14

to -2 Note distortion of water surface
to -2 Note precipitat ion venti lat ion of upper foil

surface
11.70 0.88
13.44 0.67
8.24 1.77

IO*03 1.20
11*70 63.88

;:
0 to 90
0 t o 50

0 to 90 to

- 2  to  +14
-2 to +14

+I0
+lO

Q +lO to

13.44 0,66 0 to 90  ta 0 3.5

to -2 Sequences 15-17 illustrate that speed has
to -2 sQme  effect  on venti lat ion inception

Note leading edge bubble cavitation at
sweep = 60 degrees

-2 Ventilates for sweep x 30  deg, illustrates
ventilation in high AR position

Note w.t.v,‘s  instability at sweep x 75 deg

TESTS OF A VARIABLE SWEEP HYDROFOIL
1N A CIRCULATING WATER CHANNEL WtTH  REOUCEt9  PRESSURE

Note slight instability of venred region be-
hind strut

Note w.t.v.;s
Note targe, spirall ing w.t.v,'s
Cavitated w.t.v.‘s  connect to  surface

(vent i lat ion)
Sequences lo-13  illustrate combined sweep and

attack angle variation which gives small
variations in lift.

Photographed at 24 frames-per-second
Hay  be projected at either 24 or 16  frames-per-secand
Proiectian time at 16 frames-per-secand is ?2  min 30 set

-II------  - - - - ;111
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MOUNTING FLANGE7

1.2”

>

0 GJVE  SECTIONS,
FLAT BOTTOM

STRUT WITH PARABOLIC
SECTJON  S

FIG. I, SKETCH OF HYDROFOIL AND STRUT MODEL
(LOW CR  ATTITUOE  SHOWN)
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SWE
DRI’

:EP
WE

ANGLE
MOTOR

ELE
ADJU

DRAG

L I F T

ATTPrCK ANGL-E
PIV ‘ O f  A X I S

VAT ION
6TMENT

BALANCE

BALANCE

F O I L  A N D  S T R U T

F I G .  3 .  P H O T O G R A P H  O F  H Y D R O F O I L ,  S T R U T ,  F O R C E  B A L A N C E S
A N D  P O S I T I O N I N G  A P P A R A T U S



FIG. 4 ILLUSTRATING FLOW CHANNEL, CONTROLS AND
RECORDING APPARATUS
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FIG. 5. CONTROLS AND RECORDING APPARATUS, WITH FOIL
SWEEP AND ATTACK ANGLE CONTROLLER ON LOWER
LEFT-HAND CORNER OF DESK
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FIG, 6 E F F E C T  OF F O I L
V=fl.80  FTiSEC

D E P T H  O F S U B M E R G E N C E  ON  LIFT. SWEEP ANGLE=0  D E G .
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(A)  H I G H  A S P E C T  R A T I O ,  A T T A C K  A N G L E  O F  ! O  D E G . ,
S P E E D  =  9 . 2 7  FTISEC,  s= 1.41

FIG. 8. ICLUSTRATING  FLOW OVER HYDROFOIL, 2 INCH DEPTH OF  SUBMERGENCE

i

I:
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ATTAt ANOLE  ‘6 OEt

II
SWEEP ANGLE-  0 DEQt?EES,

t

3 6 0 . 0 8 c

J’/--f---
/

$0 PEQREES

FIG. 9. LiFT  COEFFtClENT  VERSUS DRAG CQEFFICIENT  F O R  V A R I O U S
S W E E P  A N G L E S  A N D  A T T A C K  A N G L E S ,  NUMtNAL  D E P T H /  M E A N
C H O R D  R A T I O  =0.6?5,  C A V I T A T I O N  I N D E X  ~0.901%
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z- 0.4
w
5

R&f E-  OF - GHAN  GE OF ATTACK  ANGLE

Ml oE6/  SEC
3.29 C?EGJ  SEC

1 1 1
4 6

ANGLE OF ATTACK, Q

L

8

I I

I I
10 I2

I

FfG.  IO. EFFECT OF  UNSTEADINESS DUE TO  CONTINUOUS VARiATiQN  OF ANGLE
OF ATTACK. SWEEP ANGLE = 0 DEG,,  V=fi.72 FTJSEC,  DEPTH/CHORD=135
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1 . 0

0%

0.8,
P

u

I2
-

0’

0.4

0.2

0

RATE- OF- CHANGE OF ATT PCK  ANGLE

12.3 DEt/ SEC

12.9 DEG / SEC
18.4 DEG / S E C

0 lb 30 4 5 GO

SWEEP ANIILE,#

FIG. II. E F F E C T  O F  U N S T E A D I N E S S  D U E  T O  C O N T I N U O U S
V A R I A T I O N  O F  S W E E P  A N G L E .  A T T A C K  ANGLE=8DEG,
V= II.72 FT/SEC,  DEPTH/CHORD= I.35
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0.10.1

LIFT BREAKDOWNLIFT BREAKDOWN
DUE TO SUDDENDUE TO SUDDEN
VENTILATIONVENTILATION

1CQ
30 45 60 7s so

SWEEP ANGLE, @

FIG. 12. E F F E C T  O F  C O M B I N E D  A T T A C K  A N G L E  A N D  S W E E P
A N G L E  V A R I A T I O N S  O F  L I F T .  V =  1 3 . 4 4  FT/  SEC,
DEPTH/CHORD=0.675



FIG, 13.
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(A)  H I G H  A S P E C T  R A T I O ,  A T T A C K  A N G L E  O F  7  D E G . ,
S P E E D  =6.81 FT/SEC,  u=2.55

N O T E  “ P I N C H I N G  - O F F ”  Of  V E N T I L A T E D  R E G I O N  B E H I N D  S T R U T

(I31 A S P E C T  R A T I O ,  A T T A C K  A N G L E  O F  !4  D E G . ,
S P E E D  ~12.45  FTISEC,  cr=O.?8

N O T E  L A R G E ,  SPIRALLING  R O L L - U P  V O R T I C E S

ILLUSTRATING FLOW OVER HYDROFOIL, 2 INCH DEPTH OF SUBMERGENCE
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